The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) is a project to assemble a Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) network of mm wavelength dishes that can resolve strong field General Relativistic signatures near a supermassive black hole. As planned, the EHT will include enough dishes to enable imaging of the predicted black hole "shadow", a feature caused by severe light bending at the black hole boundary. The center of M87, a giant elliptical galaxy, presents one of the most interesting EHT targets as it exhibits a relativistic jet, offering the additional possibility of studying jet genesis on Schwarzschild radius scales. Fully relativistic models of the M87 jet that fit all existing observational constraints now allow horizon-scale images to be generated. We perform realistic VLBI simulations of M87 model images to examine detectability of the black shadow with the EHT, focusing on a sequence of model images with a changing jet mass load radius. When the jet is launched close to the black hole, the shadow is clearly visible both at 230 and 345 GHz. The EHT array with a resolution of 20-30µas resolution (∼2-4 Schwarzschild radii) is able to image this feature independent of any theoretical models and we show that imaging methods used to process data from optical interferometers are applicable and effective for EHT data sets. We demonstrate that the EHT is also capable of tracing real-time structural changes on a few Schwarzschild radii scales, such as those implicated by VHE flaring activity of M87. While inclusion of ALMA in the EHT is critical for shadow imaging, generally the array is robust against loss of a station.
1. INTRODUCTION The supermassive black holes at the centers of the Milky Way (Sgr A*) and the giant elliptical galaxy M87, present the largest apparent event horizons (by nearly an order of magnitude) from the Earth. The characteristic angular scale for a black hole is the Schwarzschild radius, R sch ≡ 2GM/c 2 where G is the gravitational constant and c is the speed of light, resulting in an angular scale of 10 µas for Sgr A*, where we have adopted a mass of 4.3 × 10 6 M ⊙ and a distance of 8.3 kpc (Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009 ). The angular size of M87 is less clear at present, depending upon its mass which is a subject of some debate. Recent stellar dynamics observations imply a mass of 6.6 × 10 9 M ⊙ (Gebhardt et al. 2011) , which at an assumed distance of 17.9 Mpc implies an angular scale of 7 µas, and the value we adopt fiducially here. However, the gas-dynamical mass estimate is 3.5 × 10 9 M ⊙ (Walsh et al. 2013 ), a factor of roughly two lower, implying a correspondingly smaller angular size.
Around a black hole, a dark region silhouetted against a backdrop of bright optically thin emission (known as a "black hole shadow") is predicted by general relativistic lensing (Bardeen 1973; Luminet 1979; Falcke et al. 2000; Broderick & Loeb 2006a; Broderick & Narayan 2006; Broderick & Loeb 2006b ). While the emission region depends on the details of the underlying accretion process and of the emission mechanisms, the shadow feature is nearly independent of the spin or orientation of the black hole to within 10 %, making possible a direct test for the presence of a horizon ). For a non-rotating black hole, the shadow diameter is √ 27R sch (Broderick & Narayan 2006) . These scales are now accessible to the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) with ∼20-30µas resolution (θ ∼ λ/D) and therefore allow horizon scale imaging for the first time, providing a great opportunity to improve our understanding of the physics responsible for accretion and emission in a strong gravitational field (Doeleman et al. 2008; Fish et al. 2011; Doeleman et al. 2012; Broderick et al. , 2011a .
The timescale for the Keplerian motion at the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) around the black hole in Sgr A* ranges from 30 minutes for a nonrotating black hole to 4 minutes for prograde orbits around a maximally rotating black hole ). These time scales are much less than the typical duration of a VLBI experiment, which violates one of the basic requirements for VLBI Earth-rotation aperture synthesis imaging. However, M87's much larger black hole mass results in a minimal time scale of a few days at the last stable orbit, making it a practical target for direct imaging on event horizon scales. Furthermore, M87 drives a powerful relativistic jet, allowing the study of jet-launching physics.
Horizon-scale imaging promises to elucidate many persistent uncertainties in the jet formation process ), including in particular: measuring the rate at which astrophysical jets accelerate and collimate; identifying where the material that mass loads the jet originates; verification of strong, ordered magnetic fields; and unambiguously determining the location of the black hole relative to the larger-scale jet structures via the observation of the black hole shadow (cf. Ly et al. 2007; Walker et al. 2008; Hada et al. 2011; Asada & Nakamura 2012; Hada et al. 2013) .
In this paper we employ a class of simple models of M87 to assess the detectability of horizon-scale structure with the EHT by focusing on the comparison of images at wavelengths of 1.3 mm and 0.87 mm (230 GHz and 345 GHz). Section 2 describes the jet models of M87, observation simulations and the imaging method. In section 3, we report our findings, discuss their implications. We summarize our conclusions in section 4.
MODELS AND METHODS

Models of M87
M87 exhibits a prominent relativistic jet detected on a variety of scales and across the spectrum, from radio wavelengths to X-rays Junor et al. 1999; Perlman et al. 1999; Marshall et al. 2002; Ly et al. 2007; Walker et al. 2008) . Because the EHT now provides access to R sch -scale structure for M87, modeling the jet in this source requires inclusion of strong general-relativistic effects that lead to horizon scale signatures. Here we employ a version of the jet model developed in that produces sub-horizon emission structure. We direct the reader to this source for details, restricting ourselves here to a summary of its salient features and motivations.
The high luminosity of AGN derive from conversion of gravitational energy to radiation in the deep potential well of central supermassive black holes (Kormendy & Richstone 1995) . It is widely believed that AGN jets are the result of the extraction of rotational energy via large-scale electromagnetic fields near supermassive black holes (Meier et al. 2001 ). Less clear is the reservoir of rotational energy being tapped. Most often, the spin of rapidly rotating black holes is implicated in the formation of the highly collimated, relativistic jets observed at large distances from AGN (Blandford & Znajek 1977) . Recent simulations have demonstrated that such objects are capable of generating the high kinetic luminosities observed (McKinney & Blandford 2009; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2011 ). However, a number of authors have also speculated that the radio jet observed near the core of M87 may be due to a disk wind, which both serves to collimate the nascent jet and is illuminated by the copious particles present launched from the disk itself (Blandford & Payne 1982; De Villiers et al. 2005) .
Regardless of the mechanism responsible for forming the jet, a canonical jet structure has emerged from jet formation simulations. This consists of a force-free interior, where the electromagnetic energy density greatly exceeds that associated with any entrained particles, surrounded by a collimating, magnetically dominated wind, where magnetic pressure is large in comparison to that of the gas. Supporting both is a hot, geometrically thick accretion flow, responsible for providing the currents that support and confine the magnetic flux near the horizon. Motivated by the dominance of the total flux by the radio jet at large radii, we model the jet in M87 solely in terms of the first of these, the fast force-free jet core. In this sense, we consider a maximally pessimistic model for imaging the black hole silhouette, since the majority of the emission is produced in regions flowing outward, potentially relativistically.
The global structure of the magnetic field and outflow velocities are obtained from an approximate solution to the equations of stationary, axisymmetric force-free electrodynamics, as described in detail within . In addition, an asymptotic Lorentz factor, γ ∞ , is introduced by reducing the toroidal magnetic field from the expressions presented in by a factor of β ∞ = 1 − Γ −2 ∞ . This corresponds to changing the pitch angle of the magnetic field lines in the equatorial plane, and would physically result from a mass loading of the magnetic field lines. Here Γ ∞ = 5, consistent with the observed proper motions of the optical knots at large distances (e.g., HST-1 Biretta et al. 1999) . In practice this makes a small difference to image morphologies.
In the presence of dynamically strong magnetic fields, selfabsorbed synchrotron emission provides a natural mechanism for producing the observed radio emission. This necessarily requires a population of energetic particles, which we assume arise in the form of a nonthermal, power-law distribution of leptons, supplemented with a lower energy cutoff, as described in . Motivated by the spectrum of M87 above 1 mm, we assume an electron energy distribution with power-law index p = 3.38 (N(E) ∝ E −p ), corresponding to an optically thin spectral index α = 1.19 by adopting a negative sign convention (S ∝ ν −α ). Existing jet formation simulations are unable to provide strong guidance on the origin of these relativistic leptons. Variations in the details of the particle loading models are largely responsible for the differences in horizon-resolving images published to date (cf. Dexter et al. 2012) . However, in the case of M87, where typical magnetic field strengths are of order 100-300 G, the synchrotron cooling timescale is large in comparison to the outflow time, implying that nonthermal population is essentially conserved on the scales of interest, greatly simplifying its modeling. We parameterize the particle acceleration process by imposing a particle loading radius, below which the nonthermal particle density is essentially flat, and above which it is conserved. Given both the intrinsic uncertainty in the location of the load radius, and the likely variability of the particle acceleration process, we allow this to vary. Where a fiducial value is required, we chose 4R sch . Since the jet both collimates and accelerates, moving the load radius up and down modifies the visibility of black hole shadow, cast against the emission from the counter-jet.
Simulated observations
We performed simulations of EHT observations at 230 and 345 GHz using the MAPS (MIT Array Performance Simulator) package. The simulated sky brightness distribution was first converted into the visibility plane using an FFT. All images (100×100 pixels in size and a pixel scale of 1.8µas) were zero-padded prior to computing the Fourier transform to allow interpolation in the Fourier domain. Visibilities were then "observed" based on the input array geometry (site locations), antenna properties, source positions, and observation specifications (e.g., bandwidth, integration time, and scan lengths) to produce synthetic data including thermal noise.
MAPS samples a two dimensional-patch in the uv plane over the prescribed (channelized) bandwidth and (divided) in-tegration time and interpolates and integrates numerically the data in the frequency and time plane to generate a complex visibility (Cappallo 2002) . Samples on the uv tracks were calculated for a 12 s integration time. Typical atmospheric coherence times at 230 GHz are 10 s, but can be as short as 2-4 s and as long as 20 s depending on weather conditions at each observing site . Weather requirement at 345 GHz is more challenging, but most EHT sites have suitable observing conditions in winter times. At the ALMA site, for example, the measured coherence time is ≥16 and ≥8 s for 50% of the time at 230 and 345 GHz, but it will be ≥ 53 and ≥25 s for the 25% best conditions, which is approximately equal to the night-time median coherence time (Holdaway 1997).
We assumed perfect phase coherence within the integration time. In practice, visibility amplitude and phase information can be measured in terms of incoherently averaged quantities and coherence losses due to atmospheric turbulence are corrected using established algorithms tailored for high frequency observations (Rogers et al. 1995) . Amplitude calibration will be critical, as systematic errors on measured baseline flux densities reduce the imaging sensitivity. Here, we do not include flux density calibration errors, but will consider these effects in future work. We note, however, future experiments with improved observation and calibration strategies (e.g., inclusion of amplitude calibrators, observing with paired antennas) and with enhanced capabilities in imaging algorithms (e.g., integration of closure amplitude information) are expected to largely remove systematic uncertainties in amplitude calibration. The simulations reported here are restricted to telescope elevations above 15 degrees, where calibration issues are expected to be reduced.
We have primarily assumed an overall bandwidth of 4 GHz at 230 GHz and 16 GHz at 345 GHz, but we also consider the effects of changing bandwidth on imaging in the following sections. The assumed bandwidths would in practice be 2 and 8 GHz in each of two polarizations and correspond to bit rates of 16 and 64 Gbit s −1 for four-level signals sampled at the Nyquist rate. A 16 Gbit s −1 data-recording system has recently been demonstrated (Whitney et al. 2012 ) and a maximum data rate of 64 Gbit s −1 data rate is targeted for the ALMA beam former (Fish et al. 2013) . For high frequency VLBI observations, these bandwidths are relatively small (2 % and 5 % fractional bandwidth at 230 and 345 GHz), so the source structure across each of the two frequency bands were neglected.
The assumed array at 230 GHz consisted of stations at 8 different sites: Hawaii, consisting of one or more of the JCMT and SMA phased together into a single aperture; the Arizona Radio Observatory Submillimeter Telescope (SMT) on Mount Graham; the CARMA site in California; the Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT) on Sierra Negra, Mexico; the phased Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA); the Institut de Radioastronomie Millimétrique (IRAM) 30 m telescope on Pico Veleta (PV), Spain; the IRAM Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI), phased together as a single aperture; and the Greenland telescope (GLT). At 345 GHz, we do not include the CARMA site in California. Details of existing telescopes that may serve as participating stations in the EHT array are discussed in Doeleman et al. (2009) .
The assumed array parameters are shown in Table 1 . System equivalent flux density (SEFD) at each site was adopted and updated from Doeleman et al. (2009) and Fish et al. (2013) . Sensitivity values for each site include realistic considerations of the system temperature and its atmospheric contribution based on typical weather conditions. For phased arrays, a phasing efficiency of 90 % was assumed. The updates on SEFDs of the LMT and ALMA at 230 GHz were mainly based on improved understanding of the system temperature and aperture efficiency at the LMT, and assumed atmospheric conditions at ALMA. The system sensitivity of the GLT was determined based on predicted aperture efficiencies of 0.66 and 0.7 and system temperatures of 220 and 140 K at 230 and 345 GHz, respectively (K. Asada, private communication). Since the atmospheric contribution is highly weatherdependent, actual observations may achieve significantly different SEFDs. Figure 1 (upper panel) shows the array uv coverage for M87. We also show a typical plot of correlated flux density (middle panel) and closure phase (the sum of three visibility phases around a closed triangle of baselines, bottom panel) as a function of uv-distance (closure phase plotted against the longest baseline for a given triplet of baselines) at 230 and 345 GHz, respectively. The results of the simulations are then converted into OIFITS format (Pauls et al. 2005) and are imported into image reconstruction software for imaging 7 .
2.3. Imaging analysis Image reconstruction is an ill-posed inverse problem, which in general does not admit a unique solution (Thompson et al. 2001) . To cope with the sparsity of the uv-sampling, CLEAN (e.g., Högbom 1974) and Multi-Scale-CLEAN (e.g., Cornwell 2008; Greisen et al. 2009 ) algorithms are "de-facto" standard imaging techniques widely used in VLBI at lower frequencies. For mm-VLBI, reconstruction is complicated by the strong atmospheric corruption of the visibility phases, similar to the situation in optical interferometry.
Fortunately, practical algorithms have been developed for optical interferometry, and as such they were optimized for sparsely sampled data similar to those that the EHT will produce (Berger et al. 2012) . The majority of these algorithms are based on the regularized maximum likelihood paradigm. Newer methods based on more recent signal analysis theories such as compressed sensing are in development (e.g., Wiaux et al. 2010; Carrillo et al. 2012) but have yet to demonstrate superior imaging capabilities compared to conventional regularized maximum likelihood.
Image reconstruction
Imaging algorithms based on regularized maximum likelihood attempt to find the image most compatible with the data while still constraining it to keep certain desirable or expected properties by using regularizers (such as positivity). This introduction of prior knowledge about the target/source should be as non-committal as possible, so as not to bias the image. This regularization also alleviates the ill-posed nature of the problem, by preventing convergence to bad local minima in the χ 2 . However the optimal compromise between lowering the chi-squared statistic and achieving optimal regularization is non-trivial to achieve (Renard et al. 2011) .
Synthetic tests as well as software competitions in optical interferometry have been pitting algorithms against one another for a decade (Malbet et al. 2010; Baron et al. 2012a ), Buscher 1994 ) uses a gradient descent algorithm for maximizing the posterior probability of an image, and is the last of a long line of software based on maximum entropy regularization (Skilling & Bryan 1984) . SQUEEZE (Baron et al. 2010 (Baron et al. , 2012b ) is based on the MCMC parallel tempering algorithm to optimally sample the posterior probability distribution of the image, and is an evolution of the earlier software MACIM (Ireland et al. 2006 ). Contrary to BSMEM, SQUEEZE is not limited in its choice of regularizers or other prior constraints, and its algorithm is more resilient to local minima.
As part of the image reconstruction, we incorporated prior knowledge of the model total flux density. In practice, the zero-spacing flux of the VLBI-scale structure can be constrained in principle by low frequency observations via a scaling function extrapolation. Except for the total flux density, a non-informative image prior is otherwise used in all cases.
In Figure 2 , we show exemplary imaging reconstructions for a model image of M87 at 230 GHz with BSMEM, SQUEEZE, and Multi-Scale-CLEAN as implemented in AIPS (Astronomical Image Processing System) (Greisen et al. 2009 ). The input to the BSMEM and SQUEEZE are squared visibilities and triple products/bispectrum (whose argument is the closure phase), while Multi-Scale-CLEAN uses complex visibilities. Note that in an array with N stations, N(N-1)/2 spatial components will be sampled, but phase closure only yields (N-1)(N-2)/2 independent phase estimates. Figure 2 shows that algorithms based on regularized maximum likelihood are very suitable for imaging horizon scale structures using data sets (like those from the EHT) that contain only visibility amplitudes and closure phases.
Image fidelity assessment
We employ two widely used image quality metrics to evaluate the reconstructions: the mean square error (MSE) and structural dissimilarity (DSSIM) index. The MSE is a pixelto-pixel comparison metric and is computed by averaging the squared intensity difference of the truth image and the reconstructed image pixels following
where I i and K i are the original and reconstructed images respectively, each having L pixels. DSSIM (Loza et al. 2009 ) is a human visual perceptionbased measure and derived from structural similarity (SSIM) index, as first described in Wang et al. (2004) . The SSIM between two images I and K are defined as
here µ is the sample mean
σ denotes the sample standard deviation
and σ IK the sample covariance
These estimators are defined identically for images I and K each having L pixels and the measurement takes into account three comparisons: luminance comparison (l(I, K)), contrast comparison (c(I, K)) and structure comparison (s (I, K) ).
As proposed in Wang et al. (2004) , the image statistics are computed locally by means of a sliding window. The DSSIM is then 1 |SSIM| − 1. Before applying these metrics, all reconstructed images are aligned with their corresponding truth image using features in the images for cross-correlation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Jet morphology
In Figure 3 (left column), we show a sequence of images of the M87 jet at 230 GHz as the load radius increases in distance (at intervals of ∼ 2.9 M 8 starting from ∼ 2M) from the black hole, leading to a gradual change in emission structure. Also shown are the reconstructed images using BSMEM (middle column) and SQUEEZE (right column) 9 . The model intensity distributions at 345 GHz and their reconstructions are shown 8 When units with G = c = 1 are used, 1 M is
and is ∼ 10 15 cm for the adopted mass. 9 An animation of the model images and their SQUEEZE reconstructions is available in the online version of the journal. Table 2 and 3 show the measure of quality metrics of MSE and DSSIM for the reconstructed images at 230 and 345 GHz. At 230 GHz, both of these two metrics indicate that the model images are fairly well reconstructed. The BSMEM reconstructions at 345 GHz are not as good as those by SQUEEZE, with a large fraction of the flux spread over the whole reconstructed image. From both of these metrics, the reconstructions by SQUEEZE are all better than those by BSMEM, indicating that the former, which has more stringent requirement on flux location, is more suitable for imaging re- constructions for our considerations.
In all cases, the jet emission is asymmetric and the most luminous part of the emission is due to relativistic boosting and aberration effects when the helically moving outflow approaches the observer. As the jet load radius decreases, the shadow cast by the black hole becomes more visible (below ∼11 M, Figures 3-4) . This is because the emission from the counter jet, which acts as the back-light, has not been effectively de-boosted and is lensed by the black hole. As the jet launches gradually farther from the black hole, the counter jet gets weaker due to the beaming effect and the shadow becomes invisible ). The structure seen at 345 GHz is very similar to that at 230 GHz, but the effective emitting region around the shadow is smaller due to the decrease in optical depth. The emission peak is ∼ 4-6 M and 4-5 M from the black hole at 230 and 345 GHz.
The sizes of the emitting region are in the range of 40-45 µas at 230 GHz and 23-25 µas at 345 GHz if they are modeled as a circular Gaussian from data on baselines between CARMA, SMT and Hawaii alone. These sizes at 230 GHz are very consistent with the recent measurements using the same array (Doeleman et al. 2012) . Time-dependent GRMHD models also predict very compact Gaussian sizes in the range of 33-44 µas for a 6.6 × 10 9 M ⊙ black hole (Dexter et al. 2012) . It should be emphasized that although current observations only allow comparison of geometric models, observations with the full EHT array will enable imaging of the shadow feature and more detailed tests of physically predicted models.
The sequential launching of jets at larger distance from the black hole over time also serves as a test case for monitoring of the jet during flaring activity. It is known that the ejection of a new relativistic jet component on 100 R sch scales is connected with VHE γ-ray flares on a time scale of days (Acciari et al. 2009 ). However, the black hole vicinity on a few R sch scales is only visible at mm/sub-mm wavelengths due to the opacity effects and only with the VLBI technique due to the required resolution. On these scales, the time scale for structural changes in M87 is comparable to the time scale of the observed VHE activity. Figure 3 and 4 demonstrate the unique ability of EHT to trace the structural changes on a few R sch scales, which can be obtained by real time monitoring during VHE flare activities. In order to examine the black hole shadow detectability in M87, we have assumed a thermal-noise limited VLBI array at 230 and 345 GHz. However, real VLBI observations may face more stringent limitations, resulting in a decrease in the array uv-coverage and sensitivity. Furthermore, VLBI observations at short millimeter wavelengths (especially shorter than 1.3 mm) are currently still under development and the actual observations may achieve significantly different values of the SEFD from what we have assumed at each site.
Observational uncertainties and limitations
Often a single site within the array is unavailable during a VLBI run due to, e.g., bad weather conditions or hardware failures. We consider here the image degradation compared to what is obtainable with the full array at 230 GHz when a given site is unavailable, e.g., the phased ALMA, the phased CARMA, the LMT, and the GLT. We use the first model image in the sequence shown in Figure 3 as the input image. Figure 5 shows the truth image (panel a) and SQUEEZE reconstructed images with the full array (b), and the array without CARMA (c), the array without ALMA (d), the array without LMT (e), and the array without GLT (f). A visual inspection indicates that the most severe degradation happens when the phased ALMA is missing (panel d). In this case, the shadow feature cannot be clearly imaged. This is because all the longest and most sensitive baselines are provided by ALMA (Figure 1 ). The degradation caused by dropping the CARMA, LMT and GLT leads to a slight decrease in MSE relative to that caused by dropping the phased ALMA (Table 4) . However, the DSSIM statistic does not confirm the same trend, as perceived by human observers. In general, these pixel-based comparisons provide little understanding on how the morphology of black hole features differs from image to image. They might erroneously report pictures with similar pixel statistics to be similar, even though the black hole features look different to the human eye. Future development of feature-based metrics (i.e., metrics that characterize the morphological properties of black hole features) can potentially provide a more unbiased way for black hole image comparison.
The array sensitivity may also differ from what we have assumed. This can result from weather conditions at individual sites, including varying atmospheric coherence times and phase stability among stations. Initial experiments at 345 GHz may also be equipped with recording devices with data rates below the 64 Gbit s −1 assumed here, preventing observations that utilize the full 16 GHz bandwidth. We explore these effects by examining the simulated image reconstruction fidelity assuming different recording bandwidths from 2 to 16 GHz by powers of two. Since it is likely that future radiometric phase compensation will be able to significantly increase the coherence time, we also consider longer integration times (30 s) at the highest data rate. Since the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for a coherently integrated signal improves as ∝ √ ∆νt, here ∆ν is bandwidth, bandwidth and coherence time equivalently improve the sensitivity. Figure 6 shows the improvement in image quality as the array sensitivity increases, which is clearly presented by decreases in both the MSE and DSSIM metrics as shown in Table 5 . This indicates that we are limited mainly by the signal-to-noise ratio at 345 GHz, rather than the limited sampling of the Fourier component for the considered array.
Different noise realization in our simulation does not affect the quality of the reconstructed image and the shadow detectability. Figure 7 shows four reconstructions of a model image (first model image shown in Figure 3 ) with the same assumed array characteristics but different noise realizations. We found a peak-to-peak change ∼ 7 % in MSE and 9 % in DSSIM, indicating none of the features are systematically affected. 4 . SUMMARY M87 provides us with a unique opportunity for understanding and testing the black hole physics and astrophysical processes in relativistic jet formation, collimation, and propagation with the EHT. With well-established algorithms tailored for the EHT, we have shown that the EHT is able to image the black hole shadow with limited data sampled in the Fourier domain. We have explored the dependence of jet structure upon the variation of the jet load radius and have shown that jet base activity in the vicinity of the black hole in M87 can be monitored with the EHT telescope. The expected structural variation time scale on these scales (a few R sch ) is wellmatched with the duration of VHE flare activities.
Our simulations indicate that minimum necessary requirements need to be met for clearly detecting the black hole shadow and studying event-horizon-scale jet launching in M87. The emission from the counter jet has to be sufficient for the black hole to cast a jet against, which in the context of the considered jet model corresponds to a load radius of 11 M. To obtain sufficient resolution and sensitivity, the phased ALMA has to be included in the array with bandwidth×coherence time 4 GHz×12 s at 230 GHz and more stringent sensitivity requirement at 345 GHz. With the full array, the EHT in the next few years will be able to provide the best evidence for the presence of a black hole and to understand the jet-launching processes near the black hole in M87. 
